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Our products are available via Mail order and on-line shop.
Check out our Web site today for more products and special
offers.
All details correct at time of printing.
FullMoons Cauldron reserves the right to amend any details if
and when necessary.
You will be informed before your order is despatched if affected.
All sizes, weights, quantities, burn times etc are approximate.
All information, text, pictures, designs etc contained within this
catalogue is copyrighted to Fullmoons Cauldron ™
Various products are suitable for multiple crafts so make sure
you look through the whole catalogue so you don’t miss
something!
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Candle Making Supplies
Candle Making Accessories & Equipment
Metal Cutters –
Mini multi sized cutters for clay, wax and lots of other things!
Blossom 3 sizes Largest d. 24mm @ £6.42
Circles 6 sizes. Largest d. 22mm @ £9.12
Large Circle d. 50 mm @ £2.34
Squares 6 sizes Largest d. 23mm @ £9.12
Large Square d. 50 mm @ £2.08
Hearts 4 sizes. Largest d. 30mm @ £6.26
Stars 3 sizes Largest d. 28mm @ £8.28
Christmas Tree. d. 25mm at mid point. @ £6.81
Bells - set of 3. Largest d. 28 mm Smallest d. 10mm @ £9.09
Holly leaves - set of 3. Largest d. 23 mm. Smallest d. 12 mm @
£8.63
Moons - set of 2. Largest h. 55 mm. Smallest h. 40 mm @
£6.20
Horseshoe. d. 20 mm. @ £4.96
Ovals. Largest h. 35 mm. Smallest h. 21 mm @ £6.12
Christmas Cracker - d. 52 mm. h. 16 mm @ £4.65
Jigsaw puzzle piece - d. 45 mm. h. 30 mm @ £5.94
Snowflake - 52 mm. - @ £4.40
Wax Scraper –
£1.05
flexible plastic for scraping up wax, clay, PMC, Fimo etc.
Carving Knife Set - contains five different blades.
Wooden handle with blade ejector. Ideal for carving dry £8.40
PMC clay, Polymer clay, Wood clay and Wax.
Bronzing Powders - For decorating candles. Dust on or
apply with brush, fix permanently in place with a
£5.99
hairdryer. 10 g approx. Silver Gold or Bronze
Paste for adding to over dip wax in Silver or Gold.
£27.36
100 g pot.
Appliqué wax sheets –
£4.95
Gold & Silver set. 4 sheets.
Pastel Set. 6 sheets
£4.15
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Single colour Appliqué wax sheet - 200 mm x 100
mm. Carmine, Bordeaux, Fuchsia, Purple, Lilac, Light
Blue, Pale Blue, Middle Blue, Gentian, Yellow Green,
£1.40
Pastel Green, Light Green, Fir tree Green, Natural, Light
Brown, Dark Brown, Grey, Black, Silver, Bronze Gold,
White, Ivory, Colza, Sun Yellow, Orange, Light Red.
Pearlised 20 strips, 220 x 2 mm. Self-adhesive.
£4.10
Available in Gold or Silver
Flat – 20 strips, 220 mm x 2 mm. Available in Silver
£3.30
or Gold
Double sided cutting mat - Self-sealing surface retains
a smooth, even cutting surface. Printed grid for accurate £9.75
cutting. 20 x 30 cm
Glitter - special grade - Used with gel wax & cosmetics for
magic sparkle! use sparingly.
20 g tubs Silver
Gold @ £3.50
Thermometer - Glass - range from -10°C to +100°C. A must
for candle making safety. 200 mm long @ £7.25
Melting / Pouring Pot –
Metal Seamless with pouring lip & handle - will hold up £29.65
to 2 kilos of wax - multi use!
Dipping / Melting set - Pan ø 22 cm, a 3-hole lid
and 3 size-1 melting pots 22.5 cm x 8.7 cm (holds
£120.00
about 1 k of wax each) & detachable handle.
Spare holding tong for above
£8.10
Candle Pens – water based, coloured wax for
drawing your own designs onto wax candles. Very
easy to use. Apply straight from tube or with brush or
sponge. White, Black, Yellow, Silver, Red, Blue, Green, £2.74
Gold, Orange, Rose Pink, Light Blue, Royal Blue,
Violet, Light Green, Copper, Brown, Blue Metallic,
Green Metallic, Red Metallic, thinning fluid to use like
a normal candle paint
Primary Set - Red, Yellow, Blue, White, Black pens
£11.99
Metallic Set - Blue metallic, Red metallic, Green
£11.99
metallic, Copper, Gold
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Metal Fine Tip - Screw onto the nozzle of the candle
pen for an even finer line .9 mm. Supplied with a long £3.22
wire to stop your paint drying in the nozzle.
Transfer foils – Multiple uses. Light Blue, Satin Gold,
Satin Silver, Cobalt Blue, Shiny Gold, Silver Flecks,
£4.95
Matt Gold, Holograph, Shiny Silver, Multi pack
Metal turntable. Diameter 12 cm, height 9 cm. Ideal
for when painting or lacquering candles, using clays,
PMC, Polymer clay, small paintings. Anything that you £32.40
need to turn around without disturbing it, this
turntable is ideal.
Liquid wax glue - Water based satin wax glue for
£6.75
adhering lightweight items to candle. 150 ml
Brush size 16-use with liquid wax glue for napkin
£2.40
technique & candle varnish
Soft Sticky Wax - bonding wax– 100 x 40 x 6 mm
£1.20
Candle Gloss Varnish Lacquer - provides a lustrous finish to a
candle surface & protective coating. Solvent-free, water-soluble.
Suitable for use with Lazertran decal paper.
100 ml @ £7.56
250 ml @ £17.44
Clear Plastic Carrier bags - 6 x 18 x 3 cm - the size of
a bottle of wine - clear strong plastic - excellent way to
£7.99
get your customers to show off your candles! Pack of 50
Candle Making & related Craft Books
The Art of Selling your Craft - running your own
business; sourcing event organisers & applying for shows;
Marketing techniques & pricing structures; How to display
& present your craft; Capturing sales; Expanding &
£3.95
developing your business. A must read whether you're
already selling your craft and thinking of doing so. A5
paperback 40 pages
Beeswax instruction booklet - Numerous ways to
make candles from beeswax sheets plus how to make
£1.95
sheets from normal beeswax - Paperback
01/05/2018
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Basic candle making booklet - All the info & help
needed when starting out - excludes gel candles Paperback

£2.95

Wax Colours / Dyes
Dry Colour Dyes for Wax – Including Gel Wax!
Stronger than liquid dyes
Concentrated Wax dyes supplied in loose chip format.
Use very sparingly!
5g bags @ £1.00
20g tub @ £3.75 100g tub @ £12.85
Shocking Chocolate
Claret
Aubergine
Aqua
Black
Pink
Brown
Red
Emerald
Girly
Cranberry
Indigo
Ivory
Jade
Green
Pink
Lime
Poppy
Lavender
Magenta Old Rose
Violet
Green
Red
Royal
Warm
Purple
Sky Blue Orange
Turquoise
Blue
Red
Discount set of all dry colours 5g packs
White
Yellow
£23.40
Glass Embeds
Christmas
characters
Pacific fishes
Sea Animals

6 - various. 45 mm

£4.68

6 - various colours. 30 x 40 mm
6 - various colours. 30 x 40 mm

£6.60
£6.60

Candle Making Scents
Superior quality for Candle Making including Gel wax or Oil
burners. Specially made for a high quality, long lasting
fragrance. Should be added just before pouring.
Make sure it's well mixed into wax.
50ml @ £3.50 - 100ml @ £6.50
250ml @ £14.99 - 500ml £25.00
01/05/2018
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Fragrance
Apple
Venus
Baby
Lavender
CitronellaLemonade
Hot
Chocolate
Mystical
Grove
Passion
Secret
Garden
Scottish
Heather
Tangerine
Tranquillity
RB
Vanilla
Winter
Solstice
Winter
Warmer

Description
Fresh green apples
nectarine, rose, jasmine, ylang ylang, sandalwood,
vanilla & Musk
Fresh lavender softened by powdery musk, sweet
amber & white cedar
Citronella with a twist. Keep midges away & like
old fashioned homemade Lemonade
Blend of hot chocolate aroma with the sweetness
of sugar and smooth creamy undertones
Dewy fresh tea rose fragrance exhibiting velvet
soft petals & a leafy green stem like notes
Sweet & jammy summer strawberries. The food of
love!
Floral garden of rosy violet, spicy carnation & lily of
the valley wrapped in a base of powdery
heliotrope, soft woods & musk.
Green leafy & citrus top notes reveal an aromatic
heart of heather & lavender. Soft musks & woods
add gentle warmth to the base
Fruity, zesty fragrance of fresh Tangerine Oranges.
Tranquil sea breeze - clean, crisp & cool, captures
the feeling of calm & peace by the sea.
intense Vanilla with milky components
Vanilla, Tangerine and Cinnamon
Fruity Cherry and Spices captured on a rich woody
base with Balsams and Soft Vanilla

Glassware for Candle Making, Lids and Tins
Tins - T2 – Tin d. 75 x h. 45 mm @ £1.28. Aluminium
seamless with clear lids – T3 - d. 6.4 cm x h. 4.5 cm @ .79p.
T4 - d. 8 cm x h. 5.5 cm @ .91p. See web site for Gold and
White tins.
01/05/2018
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Glass Tumblers ISL30-KC - Straight sided tumbler
size, clear glass with heavy solid bottom for candles,
£6.99
glass painting or etching. Takes 170/200 g of wax.
H. 9.3 cm D. 8 cm. Capacity 30 cl. Box of 6.
Glass Tumblers ISL30-KF - Straight sided tumbler
size, Frosted glass with heavy solid bottom for
£13.14
candles, glass painting or etching. Takes 170/200 g
of wax. H. 9.3 cm D. 8 cm. Capacity 30 cl. Box of 6.
Metal lid for glass. Excellent quality metal lid with
£2.88
silicone insert to fit our ISL30 glasses.
Glassware - Medium Square glass. 7.7 cm cube.
£15.26
Box of 6
FMC20 tumblers - Straight sided tumbler clear
Box of 6
glass, heavy solid bottom. H.84 mm D. 70 mm.
£5.99
Capacity 20 cl. Online discounts for bulk
Glass T Light
Containers

Glass T Light holders. 26.6 mm x
41 mm

Box of 6
£5.33

Circular PVC container lids - Ideal to keep your candles clean
(saves dusting!) & fingers out! Also means you can stack your
container candles on top of each other. Small hole in the top so
prospective customers can smell the fragrance without taking
the lid off. Can also be used as wick holders when making your
candles. 10 p each
A2 - D. 64 mm
Discounts on multiple boxes. See web for details.
Candle Making Kits
Ready made kits! For the beginner to the more advanced. All
kits come with our Candle Making booklet and a thermometer
for safety.
Natural Eco+R ™ Pillar candle kit - 1 kilo Natural
Eco+R ™ Pillar Wax, Wick, 3 Dry Colours, Fragrance,
£33.52
M18 Mould, Mould Sealer, Wick Holder, Thermometer
Gel candle kit - 1 kilo gel wax, wick/sustainers, 3 dry
dyes, fragrance, 2 glasses, 2 wick holders, glue dots,
£27.26
thermometer
01/05/2018
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Bumper Gel Candle Making Kit - 4 kilos gel wax,
wick/sustainers two sizes, 5 metres metal cored wick
two sizes, 20 sustainers, 3 colours, 2 x fragrances, 6
£95.21
glasses, 6 wick holders, thermometer, Candle Making
Booklet, Melting Pot, Glue dots
Beeswax sheets candle making kit - Natural and at
least one colour of Beeswax sheets, wicks & instructions.
£24.57
Enough to make at least 30 rolled candles. Ideal for use
with children as no melting/heat required.
Soya+ Container candle kit - 1 kilo Soya+ wax,
special wick/sustainers, 3 dry colours, fragrance, 2 x T3 £24.36
tins, wick holders, glue dots, thermometer
Soya+ Pillar candle kit - 1 k Soya+ pillar wax, wick, 3
colours, fragrance, mould, mould sealer, wick holder,
£31.25
thermometer, booklet and instructions
Bumper Natural wax candle kit - 1k each Soya+CW &
Natural Eco+R PW, Beeswax sheets, Wicks 2 sizes, SB
wick 5 sizes, 3 dyes, 2 x fragrances, mould, wicking
£87.45
needle, 6 glasses, 6 wick holders, thermometer,
Melting/Pouring pot, glue dots, basic candle making &
rolled candles booklet
‘Normal’ Paraffin wax candle kit - 1 kilo wax, stearin,
wick, 3 dry colours, fragrance, mould, mould sealer, wick £30.65
holder, thermometer, booklet
Travel tin Container wax candle kit - 1 kilo wax,
wicks with sustainers, 3 dry colours, fragrance, 2 tins, 2 £23.42
wick holders, glue dots, thermometer
Candle Making Moulds - Polycarbonate
Polycarbonate, transparent moulds - Heat-resistant up to
120°C.
M8 Egg-small - ø 47 mm, height 65 mm
£11.14
M9 Six pointed star - ø 55 mm, height 200 mm
£14.04
Square mould for wax lanterns/hurricane - ø
M17
£18.48
125 mm, height 133 mm
01/05/2018
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Cylindrical flat-top mould 11 - Inside ø 52 mm,
height 97 mm
M28 large Spherical / Ball - ø 80 mm
Cylindrical flat-top 13 - Inside ø 72 mm, height
M37
117 mm
M41 Twelve point star - ø 50 mm, height 200 mm
M51 Fir Tree – 100 x 40 x 150 mm
M54 Double Wave - 150 x 40 mm, H 190 mm
Tubular Heart - Width 70 mm, depth 61 mm, H
M55
210 mm
M18

£9.84
£15.12
£12.76
£15.02
£19.92
£24.00
£14.04

The individual T-Light moulds / holders below are Heat-resistant up to 120°C

T-Light Fir Tree. Pack of 25 units. ø 48 mm x 40
mm. 18 mm
T-Light Heart. Pack of 25 units. ø 52 mm x 52
M58
mm. 25 mm
M59 T-Light Large. Pack of 25 units. ø 54 mm. 25 mm
Set of 4 small moulds, Square, Cylinder,
Pyramid, Cone.
T-Light Square. Pack of 25 units. ø 37 mm. 18
M60
mm
T-Light Medium. Pack of 25 units. ø 38 mm. 24
M61
mm
M62 T-Light Star. Pack of 25 units. ø 52 mm. 21 mm
T-Light Butterfly. Pack of 25 units. ø 40 mm. 47
M63
mm, 18 mm
M64 T-Light Rosette. Pack of 25 units. ø
The following Floating moulds are Heat resistance up
M42 1 piece – 4 votive mould
Floating candles - 1 piece. 6-candle mould - TM16
lights
Floating candles - 1 piece. 6-candle mould M22
Rosette
Floating candles - 1 piece. 6-candle mould
M26
Heart
M57
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£7.20
£7.20
£8.88
£25.45
£5.28
£6.00
£7.68
£6.00
to 80°C
£5.33
£5.33
£5.33
£5.33
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Floating candles - 1 piece. 6-candle mould
duck
M38 Floating candles - 1 piece 6 candle ship mould
Floating candles - 1 piece 6 candle - 2 of each,
M49
Rosette, Heart and Duck
M36

£5.33
£5.33
£5.33

Rubber/Latex Moulds for Candle-Soap-Plaster of Paris
Code
D183
D100

Description

Diameter
approx.

Egyptian Queen
Cupid - flat back suitable for soap,
plaques

Height
approx.

Price
£3.88

d. 100
mm

£2.40

Relief Moulds for Wax, Soap, Choc, Resin, Polymer, PMC
clays etc
5 Maritime shapes set 1- 3 different shapes of Shells,
a Dolphin and Mermaid. Sizes example - Shell 8 cm x 8
cm. Depth approx. 2.5 cm.
4 Asia - 2 Oblong, 1 Square and 1 Round tablets with
Chinese symbols on. Sizes example - Oblong h. 8 x d. 6
cm. Depth 2 cm
10 Masks - 10 Face Masks of 3 different sizes. Sizes
e.g. Largest h. 8 cm x d. 5 cm. Depth 2 cm. Smallest
mask h. 4 x d. 2.5 cm. Depth 1 cm

£4.90
£4.90
£5.50

Candle Making Mould Accessories
Silicone Spray - Lightly spray mould before pouring to
help release. 400 ml
Adjustable Mould holder –
Includes 4 retaining rings. Ideal for layered candles.
Allows candles to be rotated & held at an angle.
Spare retaining ring for above
01/05/2018
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Gasket - spare silicone gasket for moulds M30, M31,
M33. 1 metre lengths
Mould Sealer - Reusable putty to seal bottom of mould

£1.00
£0.35

Candle Making Waxes and Additives
per kilo £10.49
5 kilos
£47.21
17 kilo £131.78
Our gel wax is produced using Penreco patented technology EP0871692.
Paraffin wax PPW –
per kilo
£4.82
beaded format - the most common type of
5 kilos
£21.69
wax for candle making. Add Stearin or Vybar
20 kilos £65.48
for Pillar candles - MP 57-59 °C
Container & Votive paraffin wax – beaded per kilo
£4.65
- pre blended. Designed to adhere well to
5 kilos
£20.93
container with minimum shrinkage - one
20 kilos £63.24
pour. MP 54-58 °C
Vegetable White wax - * GM free –
Per kilo
£4.93
Palm Oil wax for pillar, dinning candles. Do
5 kilos
£22.19
not use with latex moulds - MP 54-58 °C.
20 kilos £79.76
No additives needed
Beeswax – pellets
500 g
£8.46
Beeswax Natural honeycomb sheets –
10
£16.63
33.5 cm x 20 cm
Mini sheets - 10 natural colour sheets
10
£6.50
approx. 11 x 20 cm
Coloured Beeswax mini sheets – 5 sheets
approx 13 x 20 cm. Red Orange Green Blue
5
£5.95
Purple
Violet
Black
Ivory
per
Natural Eco+R ™ Pillar Wax –It has
£8.70
kilo
superior ‘green credentials’ with no issues of
intensive farming, deforestation or GMO
5 kilos £39.15
presence.
20 k £120.96
Gel Wax - excellent quality - easy to use for crystal clear container candles - MP 7075 °C

01/05/2018
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Our Rapeseed oil wax is produced from UK and EU GM free
crops. Suggested Pouring temperature of both is around 80 °C
Soya+ v2CW Container Wax ™- * GM free Per k £5.99
100% natural - beaded – one fill, excellent
5k
£26.99
burning behaviour & fragrance release - MP
20 k £84.48
45°C - No additives needed
Soya+ v2PW Pillar Wax ™* GM free - 100%
Per k £5.85
natural for pillar candles - flaked - MP 51 °C - no 5 k
£26.33
additives needed. Votives can be made from
20 k £79.56
either container or pillar wax
Wax chips. Fill mould/container with chips and
pour over melted wax. Available in Blues,
200g £7.20
Oranges, Lilacs, Pinks
1k
£5.63
Dip & Carve wax - designed for dipping &
carving! ie banana skins - beaded format - MP
5k
£25.34
54-58 °C
20 k £76.50
Palm oil Stearic Acid – also known as Stearin 100g £1.00
- add to paraffin wax up to 10% to increase
500g £2.69
opacity, whiten wax, aid mould release, improve
3k
£9.66
burning quality (do not use with rubber moulds).
20 k £51.41
Beaded format
Vybar - can be added to paraffin wax up to 3% 100g £1.65
500g £7.34
in rubber moulds - acts as a hardening agent
and toughens a candle - can help scent throw.
3k
£39.64
Beaded format - MP 59-61 °C
20 k £208.08
Hurricane Wax / Embed Wax Designed for making Hurricane
candles, either just shell, over-dip regular candle or make a
whole candle but under-wick. Can also be used for making wax
embeds to go into gel wax. - beaded format. - MP 66-67 °C
per kilo £4.43
5 kilos £19.94
20 kilos £60.18
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Wicks – different waxes & additives need different sizes
of wick. Test!
Natural MP Multipurpose wicks ™- Made 20
£1.60
especially for us for use with any of our candle 100 £7.20
waxes. Unbleached 100 mm length. Sizes 6, 8,
500 £29.99
10 or 12
T-Lights - Size MP 2 cut to 35 mm, primed with sustainer
attached – Paraffin or Natural T-lights
20 pk @ .89p
100 pk @ £3.99 500 pk @ £17.95
Votives - Size MP 4 cut to 75 mm, primed with sustainer
attached – Paraffin or Natural Votives
20 pk @ £1.24
100 pk @ £5.58
500 pk @ £27.20
T2 Tins & Wax Crystals - Size MP 6 cut to 50 mm, primed
with sustainer – 20 pk @ £1.15 100 pk @ £5.16
Metal zinc cored - Suitable for tall container
5 m £1.00
candles – small or medium.
£1.00
Natural MP Multipurpose wicks ™- Suitable for
To
any candle wax - paraffin, gel, natural waxes & any 5 m
£3.24
application, unwaxed - pillar, containers, rolled
candles. All sizes.
Roll £10.99
Natural Multipurpose wicks ™- waxed cut to
Pk
£1.99
220 mm lengths in all sizes.
20
Flat braided for moulds - unbleached to help the 5 m £1.00
environment! 15 mm sizes
Roll £7.45
Square braided - for natural waxes, choose a size
much larger than your mould – 25 mm, 80 mm,
5 m £1.00
125 mm, 185 mm
25 mm (approx 656 m), 80 mm (approx 336 m),
large
125 mm (approx 256 m), 185 mm (approx 153
£17.95
roll
m)
Multi Application, Un-bleached, Round braided wick.
Many uses e.g. Oil Lamps, Model Oil Burners, Garden Wax
Flares, Outdoor Candles - try the larger sizes to help with wind
resistance, Watering Systems for plants. Wick size is approx. 5
metre lengths – 3, 5, 7 mm @ £2.60 – 10 mm @ £5.13
01/05/2018
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Metal Sustainers - Very important to use in
20 £0.85
container candles. 20 mm base x 6 mm high neck. 100 £1.99
Suitable for all our container wicks and
500 £9.00
recommended for use with gel wax
100 £1.00
Metal Sustainers - Very important to use in
container candles. 15 mm base x 3.5 mm high
500 £4.50
neck. Suitable for our container wicks
1000 £8.10
Wick Holder Wooden - To hold wick in place
10 cm .25 p or 45 p 20 cm long.
Metal holder - you skewer the wick or tie wick over it @ 15p
Glue Dots - To secure wick sustainer to bottom
16
of container. Great for sticking almost anything
£0.21
dots
really! 10 mm dots.
Wick Gripper - Flexible to grab wick inside long moulds
£11.16
to pull through
Info sheets on our products are available for download
from our web site
Shimmering Natural Wax Crystals™
Beautiful shimmering Natural Wax Crystal ™ candles you can
make yourself in any suitable container!
No rolling, No melting needed to create a really eye catching
candle display. Add some non flammable decorations to large
containers to make a stunning centre piece.
Supplied in small granular / beadlet format for an even better
natural burn.
Natural Shimmering Wax
Crystals ™
Wicks – MP 6 ™- 5 cm long on
metal base
12 hours burn time per wick
when used
correctly
01/05/2018
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5 kilos
20 kilos

£5.95
£26.75
£96.39

pack of 20

£1.15

pack of 100

£5.16

pack of 500

£23.23
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PMC – Precious Metal Clay Tools.
We are no longer stocking PMC but still have many tools
available for various jewellery making techniques.
Check web site for current prices as many PMC items
reduced for clearance.
Clear Spacers - pair of spacers to use when rolling out
your PMC to 1 mm normal thickness
Clear Roller -for rolling out PMC. Rub a drop of olive oil
on your roller and card to stop PMC sticking to them.
Roller - For making uniformed shaped beads with
polymer clay. Not tested on PMC.
Badgers Balm - for hands & equipment. Stops PMC
from sticking to moulds etc & stops fingers drying clay.

£1.76
£2.20
£11.30
£3.99

.999 stamp Certify your art is 99.9% Fine Silver with
£15.66
this stamp.
Universal Work Holder - Aluminium - With its
movable pins will grasp firmly any small item you wish £15.55
to work on.
Self Healing Cutting Mat - A5 size Helps protect
£2.55
blades and tables when cutting all sorts of crafts
Mini wire Bender - for bending wire to make eg
£3.53
hooks, fixtures, jewellery making, fishing lures etc.
Number Stamps - Metal 3 mm size
£6.96
Ring Finger Gauge 36 - Metal gauge 36 sizes
£14.03
Wooden Ring Clamp with wing nut.
£4.20
Eye Glass - Pressed aluminium body, matt black
£4.65
inside, good quality lens
Finger Guard - closed end finger guard from soft
£3.20
leather with elastic back. No more brushed fingers!
Brushes - set of 3 pointed or 2 pointed & 1 flat
£5.16
Metal Cutters - Mini multi sized cutters for clay, wax etc! See
candle making section.
01/05/2018
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Modelling tools - 4 piece set. Quality plastic. For all
£6.40
modelling techniques
Sanding Cloths - in 30 cm lengths. Grades P150, P100 @ 75p
Finishing Sheets - Extra fine between 12 to .3
microns. Perfect for finishing off fired pieces to a
£4.95
smooth shine. Pack of 4 grades 15 x 12cm.
Textured Plastic sheets - add patterns instantly to PMC,
Polymer Clay, Drawings, Cards etc. Available as packs of at
least 5 designs, 11 x 14 cm. Nature 1 & Design @ £3.25.
Textile & Nature 2 @ £3.78. Cultural & Architecture @ £4.86
Mixing Bowl / Cup - 5” bowl. Ideal for mixing
Investment powder, squeeze sides together to form a
£2.15
pouring lip. Good for mixing paints etc.
Butane Pencil Torch - Gas torch. Light and easy to
use. Delivered empty of gas. Gas required is easily
£11.15
available through newsagents and the like.
Firing Block - to fire the silver PMC always place it onto the
firing brick. Always use an additional heat proof mat between
your work surface and firing block. Two different sizes
150 x
100 x 6 mm @ £5.60
280 x 200 x 6 mm @ £10.68
Snake Roller - Clear acrylic board for rolling snakes /
£2.95
rolls of PMC
PVC sheets – pack of 10 sheets, approx 10 x 10 cm
£4.95
Brass Brush - to polish the silver after it has been fired. £1.99
Burnisher - polished steel set in a wooden handle.
Ideal for finishing and rubbing over silver pieces to
£4.15
bring to a shine. Straight
Rubber Block - Round. Perfect size and shape to
£2.50
work on. 7.5 x 2.5 cm
Impregnated Polishing Cloth - 9 x 12 cm
£2.99
Renaissance Wax Polish protection to your finishes
such as Liver of Sulphur on all silver and gold PMC
£10.50
surfaces. Apply thin coat, rub thoroughly, buff to
finish. 65 ml container.
Polishing Cloth - Selvyt lint free branded cotton, can
£5.05
be washed & re-used
01/05/2018
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Set of 5 Diamond files - 5 multi sized needle files.
£10.50
Diamond Reamer tool set. Contains flat file, 2 x
£7.95
Pointed reamers, Conical deburring bit.
Pliers - Cutting pliers
£5.70
Beadalon Chain nose pliers
£14.69
Flat pliers
£8.75
Long Nose pliers
£5.70
Crimping pliers
£7.50
Self locking tweezers - Set of two, straight & bent.
£7.44
Sterling Silver -Earrings – fish hook light weight.
£6.50
Pack of 5 pairs
Sterling Silver - standard scroll backs for butterfly
£1.79
earrings. Pack of 10
Sterling Silver - Jump rings - 6mm x 25 @ £8.99.
4mm x 25 @ £3.98
Cord - Black waxed cord 1 mm thickness.
5 m £1.30
Cord -White Satin cord 1 mm thickness. 5 m
£1.45
Pick up Tool - Flexible Claw Action Metal, claw action
pick-up end, controlled from spring-loaded grip. Ideal
£3.85
for picking up beads / stones etc
Ribbon - Shinny flat. Can be used as a neck/wrist
cord. Width of ribbon approximately 3 mm. Rainbow
£1.50
– 5 metres
Fimo Polymer Clay
FIMO by Eberhard Faber. A world leading brand for oven drying
modelling compounds. FIMO SOFT, easy to knead and is quickly
ready for modelling.
Versatile, easy-to-handle polymer clay which hardens in your
kitchen oven. Brilliant colour intensity, fade proof & odourless.
Any shade can be achieved by kneading basic colours together.
White Fimo Soft lightens individual colours. Transparent Fimo
Soft gives a translucent quality. After modelling place the object
01/05/2018
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in a preheated kitchen oven set at 265 degrees F (129 degrees
C) maximum for 10-20 minutes.
Varnish - Fimo Gloss water based varnish, glass bottle
£3.20
with brush and cover
Fimo Soft Blocks. Available 56g packs @ £2.55 per pack
000 white
010 Lemon

003 Marble

004
Fluorescent
016 Sun
Yellow
027 Copper

007 Caramel

014
022 Raspberry
Translucent
024 Indish Red
026 Cherry
033 Brilliant
Red
Blue
035 Windsor
037 Pacific
039 Mint
042 Mandarin
Blue
Blue
043 Skin
050 Apple
052 Metallic
053 Tropical
Green
White
Green
056 Emerald
061 Violet
062 Lavender
063 Plum
070 Sahara
075 Chocolate
076 Cognac
080 Gray
101 Luminous
104
038 Metallic
202 Metallic
Yellow
Translucent
Sapphire
Red
Yellow
204
302 Metallic
374
604
Translucent
Blue
Translucent
Translucent
Red
Blue
Lilac
404
504
602 Metallic
Translucent
Translucent
Lilac
Orange
Green
803 Granite
058 Metallic
008 Metallic
028 Metallic
Opal Green
Pearl
Ruby
For tools please see the PMC tools section above.
Metallic Powder - Very fine powder for use with Fimo.
£4.60
Available in Silver or Gold. 10g packs
FIMO becomes softer when mixed with the
Fimo
colourless FIMO Mix Quick. It makes the kneading
Mix
£4.55
process both easier and shorter and firm FIMO
Quick
soft again. 100g block.
01/05/2018
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Encaustic Wax and Equipment
Waxes - blended coloured blocks for encaustic painting
& decorating candles - 01 Crimson - 04 Golden Yellow 06 Leaf Green - 08 Blue Green - 10 Ultra Marine Blue 12 Red Violet - 13 Rust Brown - 14 Yellow Brown - 15
Black - 16 White - 18 Prussian Blue - 23 Olive Green 24 Pink - 25 Gold - 26 Silver - 27 Clear Medium - 02
Vermillion - 03 Orange - 05 Lemon - 07 Green - 09
Blue - 11 Blue Violet - 17 Grey - 19 Cobalt Blue - 20
£1.44
Yellow Ochre - 21 Venetian Red - 22 Umbra - 29
Pearlescent - 30 Pastel Orange - 31 Pastel Blue - 32
Pastel Lilac - 33 Pastel Mint - 34 Pastel Coral - 35 Pastel
Cream - 36 Neon Red - 37 Neon Pink - 38 Neon
Orange - 39 Neon Yellow - 40 Neon Green - 41 Neon
Blue - 42 Magenta mixer -43 Bright Red mixer - 44 Mid
Yellow mixer - 45 Sap Green mixer - 46 Cyan Blue
mixer - 47 Indigo mixer - 48 Purple
Scrappy Wax Movers Set of 5 - rubber style tipped
tools to create marks & textures. Hotplate & Hot Air
techniques. Glue in scrap booking, card making, glass
£16.35
painting etc. Use with liquids, paints or modelling for
making marks, etc.
Encaustic Art Painting Cards - Packs of 100 cards
Size A5 (148 x 210 mm)
£13.30
Stretched Canvas Size 15 x 20 cm - Also for oil &
£6.50
acrylic painting.
Glass Paperweights for photographs, prints or craftwork Recessed base. Presentation box with card & felt. Ideal for
Encaustic Art, Needlecrafts. Large round 90 mm d. @ £6.45 Small round 70 mm d. @ £5.80 - Oval 100 x 70 mm d. @ £6.45
Magnetic Tape - Self adhesive. Cut to size. 15 x 1.5
£3.70
mm x 50 cm long
Tools - Iron - 240v - can also be used as a hot plate
£37.15
Stylus - includes 2 drawing tips, 1 hot-brush head
£42.14
Stylus round tip - 20 mm in diameter for the Stylus
£6.14
01/05/2018
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Stylus drawing tip - A split tip that works like a "line
pen". Ideal for all drawn lines, graphic work, etc.
Stylus wire brush - Coated copper head, used heated
for special effects
Stylus mini iron tip - Triangular head 35 mm long.
Ideal for miniatures
Stylus micro iron tip - Small iron shaped about size of
a fingernail. Useful tip can be utilised in many ways.
Behaves like the end of a small palette knife.
Quick Guide - 32 colour pages guide showing Encaustic
products & lots of easy to understand information.
DVD – From Hobby to Art - explores the basics of Hot
Air work, with several exercises and approaches. Then
move onto the wonderful A2+ hotplate.
DVD - Learn the Skills - collection of about 20
demonstrations covering everything you need to know to
use the iron or stylus for encaustic work.

£3.09
£2.55
£6.14
£5.59
£2.95
£20.40

£20.40

Pre cut Picture Mount card, Card Blanks, Frames to
display your work
Outer
Size
254 x
203
mm

Aperture For A5 size card - Pack of 5 with protective
size
bags @ £8.20
203 x
Silurian
White
142 mm
Blue

Black

Maroon

Pack of 10 mixed colours from above £16.35
Aperture For A6 size card - Pack of 5 with protective
size
bags @ £5.80

Outer
Size
203 x
142 x 98
Silurian
152
White
Black Maroon
mm
Blue
mm
Pack of 10 mixed colours from above £11.55
Card blanks with apertures - A6 size double fold,
mixed colours and aperture shapes with protective clear
bags. Ideal for displaying various crafts
01/05/2018
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Rubber Stamps for card / paper making. It's the outside that
prints not the inside. All @ £7.50
Happy Birthday fits inside an A6 card
Heart
Myth and Magic
Gothic Dragons - Dragons on gravestones. Hand painted
£5.15
with glitter effect.
Wizard ceramic statues - Enchanting wizards in three
£5.15
different poses
Magickal Pentagrams
The Pentagram is a 5-pointed star representing the four
elements of Earth, Air, Fire and Water surmounted by the
Spirit. It is inscribed in the Air by western Magicians and
Witches during the ritual creation and cleansing of elemental
energy within the magickal circle and is also used for protection
and purification by practitioners of High Magick in the Banishing
Ritual of the Lesser Pentagram. All Pentagrams in this range
are made from silver and/or gold plated lead free pewter and
embellished with Swarovski Crystals. Supplied on a chain in
presentation box.
PR1 Pentagram of Swords - Used as an imaginary
sword point to direct magickal energy towards a specific
£16.45
intention, is extremely effective as a protective shield
against negative energy
PR 4 Celtic Pentagram - This intricate Celtic
Pentagram symbolises the endless intertwining of life
£16.45
with the circle of infinity
PR 5 Pentalpha - Refers to the five alphas originating
from Ancient Greece. Unusual, first worn by followers of
Pythagoras as secret sign by which they recognised each £13.15
other. Symmetry lends itself to acts of personal
empowerment, harmony and stability
01/05/2018
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PR 6 Venusian Pentagram - Inscribed with Earth, Air,
Fire and Water written in Theban, magickal script of
Gardnerian Witches. Encased in a binding circle. Love
and attraction charm with magickal correspondence to
Venus, also used to harness power of the elements
PR 7 Jewelled Pentagram - The jewel at the centre of
this classic circled Pentagram acts as a focal point to
support whatever magickal intention it is empowered by
PR 9 Fire Pentagram - Symbolising the raw elemental
energy of Fire the gold flames in this powerful
Pentagram can be used to attract the corresponding
qualities of passion, energy and courage into your life
PR 10 Open Pentagram - Is enhanced by the crystals
at each of its elemental points. Ideal for all round
magickal use and can be empowered for any positive
purpose
PR 11 Double Pentagram - Two Pentagrams, one
upright one inverted represent duality of nature dark
and light. Magickal Yin-Yang, can be empowered to
support any magickal purpose

£10.95

£8.75

£13.15

£13.15

£10.95

Celtic, Myth & Magic – Silver & Pewter Jewellery, Charms
Enchanting collection of traditionally designed Silver Pendants.
Possessing a magical meaning inspired by Celtic legends. Silver
pendants do not come with chain/cord.
AMP 230 – Sterling Silver. Celtic Pentagram Achievement of Goals

£29.95

Produced in lead-free Pewter, possessing a magical meaning
directly inspired by Celtic legends. Each pewter pendant comes
with a black cord necklace
AMP 237 - Wizard - Magic & Divination Skills
£6.70
SL 2 - small enclosed Pentagram
£6.15
AMP 267 - Fire Dragon - Creativity & Enlightenment £7.30
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AMP 270 - Water Dragon - Love & Fulfilment
CMP 16 - Dragon Warrior - Valour & Victory
CMP 71 - Unicorn - Purity

£7.30
£5.90
£6.15

Mind, Body and Spiritual Books
Crafting for good Feng Shui - 40 projects to bring
£14.95
harmony to your home. Janice Eaton Kilby - pb 160p
Heal Your Body - The Mental Causes for Physical Illness
and the Metaphysical Way to Overcome Them by Louise
L Hay. She has assisted millions of people in discovering £4.99
and using the full potential of their own creative powers
for personal growth and self-healing.
Morning and Evening Meditations - Start your day
with positive attitude; end your day with feelings of
£7.99
gratitude... for all that you have in your life. Louise L
Hay,affirmations for morning and evening help you start
the day with hope and end with joy and contentment.
Power Bead Jewellery - all stones ARE real!
Power Cuffs – 57, 6 mm round beads woven on two strands of
elastic, stretchy bracelet 15 mm wide - PC8 - Turquoise Matrix
– Unakite - Indian Agate - PC5 - Jasper Poppy @ £10.50
Power Necklaces - Approximately sixty 6 mm round beads
strung on a coloured synthetic cord, with a sliding knot to adjust
the length of the strand. A single bead is attached to each end
of the cord to finish these attractive necklaces
PN2 - Amethyst
£24.00
PN3 - Black Onyx
£14.00
PN4 - Carnelian
£15.00
PN7 - Quartz Rose
£11.50
PN8 - Turquoise Matrix
£11.50
Quartz Smoky
£15.00
PN6 - Hematite
£12.00
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Bracelets below are Power Bracelets unless it says
otherwise
Power Bracelets = 8 mm round beads. Nugget Bracelets - 1114 baroque nuggets. On elastic cord unless others stated
Stone - Meaning
Agate Blue
£5.00
Agate Fancy - Courage, Earthing, Energetic, Colon. Black
£6.50
– protective stone. Courage & success
Calcite - Balancer, Alleviates fear. Lightness of being
£5.00
Jasper African - Energy. Planet: Mercury, Element: Air
£5.00
Jasper Dalmatian - Stone/Black mix - A lantern in the
darkness. Illuminates the dark recesses of the
£5.00
subconscious mind. Clearing, renewing & raising the
consciousness & creating ‘heavenly mindedness’
Nunderite - Safety for water travel. Helps one to blend
with environment. Helps the recording of diaries /
£5.00
journals. Stimulates hindsight
Stretch Magic - clear elastic cord for bead stringing £1.00
.5 mm thickness per metre
Miscellaneous Goodies
Re-sealable Grip seal Plastic bags packs of 100.
Ideal for storing all sorts of things! 50 x 230 mm GL105
57 x 57 mm GL1
75 x 85 mm GL3
100 x 140 mm GL6
150 x 225 mm GL11
150 x 150 mm PBAG80
Tub - White plastic 50 ml container with snap secure lid.
Tub - White plastic 250 ml container with snap secure lid.
Letter sealing / stamping wax - 10 cm long with wick.
Black, Magenta, Silver or Gold
Roller - 65 mm roller, ideal for lino or any craft
01/05/2018
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Raffia - Natural coloured raffia. approx 50 g

£1.50

Aromatherapy - Oils, Incense, Bath, Burners, Spa Wax
Badgers Healing Balm - Brilliant for chapped, cracked,
rough & weathered skin. .75oz tin. Ingredients: Organic
£5.06
extra virgin olive oil, Caster oil, Beeswax
Spa Wax - refill packs for wax therapy wax spa
£4.20
machines. 1/2 kilo blocks of pink, apricot fragranced wax
Pure Essential Oils - high quality oils
Essential Oil - Therapeutic Effect
20 ml
Cinnamon - Stimulating, Energising
£4.24
Lavender - Cooling, Balancing,
50 ml
Stimulating
£9.85

100 ml
£11.14
100 ml
£17.06

Oil lamp wick – see candle making section
Incense Sticks - 8” sticks in packs of 25 £1.75 Peppermint,
Orange
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Order Form – Mail Order
FullMoons Cauldron

P O Box 2173

Name:
Address:

Ascot SL5 0PQ Tel nr. 01344 627 945
www.fullmoons-cauldron.co.uk
Daytime Telephone:
Fax:
email:

Post Code:

Fax nr. 0709 210 3111

Date:
Description / Size / Colour / Fragrance / Wax / Pack size

Qty

Unit
Cost

Total

S. Total
Postage £6.99
G.Total

Packed order weight of 15 – 25 kilos is charged at £16.04 UK Mainland Areas
only. Other areas p&p costs on request.

Order on-line at our secure web shop www.fullmoons-cauldron.co.uk our system will automatically
work out the postage and any online discounts, probably saving you money!
Credit/Debit card or BACS payment only. Please complete ALL information requested.
Visa / MasterCard / Maestro / Delta / Solo / Electron – please circle card
Card number: _________________________________ Issue No if applicable:
Valid From / Start Date:

____________________

Name as printed on the card:

____________

_____________________________________________________

CV2 3 digit verification number code on back of card
Signed:

Expiry Date:

____________

___________

____________________________________

For delivery outside UK Main Areas we will quote you for carriage before processing order
BACS details will be sent on request. Proforma on request.
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